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Executive Function DefinitionExecutive Function Definition
 Executive function is the ability to do all that it takes to Executive function is the ability to do all that it takes to 

keep your mind on what you are doing in order to keep your mind on what you are doing in order to 
executeexecute

 These abilities include:These abilities include:
 Maintaining attentionMaintaining attention
 Controlling impulsesControlling impulses
 Keeping free of distractionsKeeping free of distractions
 Engaging in mental planning and problem solvingEngaging in mental planning and problem solving
 Maintaining Flexibility Maintaining Flexibility 
 Time managementTime management
 Setting prioritiesSetting priorities
 Organizing Organizing 
 Executing a taskExecuting a task



Executive function includes the Executive function includes the 
following components:following components:

Ability to initiate behavior toward achieving goals Ability to initiate behavior toward achieving goals 
and inhibit behavior incompatible with achieving and inhibit behavior incompatible with achieving 
those goalsthose goals
 Ability to monitor and evaluate performance in Ability to monitor and evaluate performance in 
relation to the goalsrelation to the goals
 Ability to flexibly revise plans and strategically Ability to flexibly revise plans and strategically 
solve problems in the event of difficulty or failuresolve problems in the event of difficulty or failure

Ylvisaker, M. & DeBonis, D.  (2000) 



Executive dysfunction is also Executive dysfunction is also 
attributed to the following factorsattributed to the following factors::

 TBITBI
 Brain AbscessBrain Abscess
 NeurologicNeurologic factorsfactors
 AgingAging
 Genetic syndromesGenetic syndromes
 Tuberous sclerosisTuberous sclerosis
 Vascular DiseaseVascular Disease
 TumorsTumors
 Multiple SclerosisMultiple Sclerosis
 AIDSAIDS
 LymeLyme DiseaseDisease
 Psychotic disorders (depression, schizophrenia)Psychotic disorders (depression, schizophrenia)



Executive Dysfunction in ChildrenExecutive Dysfunction in Children

 There is no singular disorder of Executive There is no singular disorder of Executive 
DysfunctionDysfunction

 Executive Dysfunction is reflected by a number Executive Dysfunction is reflected by a number 
of symptomsof symptoms

 Executive Dysfunction is often reflected  in Executive Dysfunction is often reflected  in 
other primary difficulties such as LD, other primary difficulties such as LD, TourettesTourettes
Syndrome, ADHD, TBI, or cranial radiation Syndrome, ADHD, TBI, or cranial radiation 
treatment for leukemiatreatment for leukemia

Mele-McCarthy, 2005



Executive Dysfunction in ChildrenExecutive Dysfunction in Children

 May present with academic, social, or behavioral May present with academic, social, or behavioral 
difficulties that do not qualify them for Special difficulties that do not qualify them for Special 
Education servicesEducation services

 May be described as lazy, unmotivated, unable May be described as lazy, unmotivated, unable 
to get work done, confusedto get work done, confused

 May be extremely disorganizedMay be extremely disorganized
 Academic difficulties do not present themselves Academic difficulties do not present themselves 

until upper elementary school grades or middle until upper elementary school grades or middle 
school even though the child was successful in school even though the child was successful in 
the early gradesthe early grades

Mele-McCarthy, 2005



Hallmarks of Executive DysfunctionHallmarks of Executive Dysfunction

 Easily distracted by external or internal stimuliEasily distracted by external or internal stimuli
 Perseveration of response setsPerseveration of response sets
 Difficulty with initiating activityDifficulty with initiating activity
 Difficulty with maintaining effortDifficulty with maintaining effort
 Difficulty with recognizing and/or utilizing Difficulty with recognizing and/or utilizing 

feedbackfeedback
 Difficulty modulating activity without cuesDifficulty modulating activity without cues
 Poor selfPoor self--awareness of deficits.awareness of deficits.

Mele-McCarthy, 2005



CommunicationCommunication

 Reduced socialReduced social--interactive competenceinteractive competence
 Difficulty with the organizational demands of Difficulty with the organizational demands of 

discoursediscourse
 Inefficient deliberate, strategic memory and Inefficient deliberate, strategic memory and 

retrievalretrieval
 Impaired strategic thinkingImpaired strategic thinking



Assessment ToolsAssessment Tools
Areas that are important to Areas that are important to 
assess include:assess include:

 OrientationOrientation
 AttentionAttention
 ShortShort--term memoryterm memory
 LongLong--term memoryterm memory
 Prospective memoryProspective memory
 New learningNew learning
 Word retrievalWord retrieval
 Reading comprehensionReading comprehension
 Reading speedReading speed
 The Listening InventoryThe Listening Inventory

 Written content and Written content and 
organization Mathematical organization Mathematical 
accuracy and speedaccuracy and speed

 Convergent reasoningConvergent reasoning
 Divergent reasoningDivergent reasoning
 Inductive reasoningInductive reasoning
 Deductive reasoningDeductive reasoning
 Problem solvingProblem solving
 SequencingSequencing
 Mental flexibilityMental flexibility

KeeleyKeeley, S.P. (2003), S.P. (2003)



Behavior Rating Inventory of Behavior Rating Inventory of 
Executive Function (BRIEF)Executive Function (BRIEF)

 Rating scale that lists statements that describe childrenRating scale that lists statements that describe children’’s s 
behavior that is related to executive functionsbehavior that is related to executive functions

 It utilizes a It utilizes a LikertLikert format scale, where the rater indicates format scale, where the rater indicates 
the frequency of behavior as occurring never, the frequency of behavior as occurring never, 
sometimes, or oftensometimes, or often

 Parent and teacher forms are available from Parent and teacher forms are available from 
Psychological Assessment Resources, Inc., Florida.Psychological Assessment Resources, Inc., Florida.

Goia et al., 2000



In the ClassroomIn the Classroom

Structure is one of the most critical elements. Structure is one of the most critical elements. 
Provide structure through clear communication, Provide structure through clear communication, 
expectations, rules, consequences. expectations, rules, consequences. 
Structure tasks by breaking longStructure tasks by breaking long--term assignments term assignments 
into manageable increments. into manageable increments. 
Teachers need to carefully structure the schedule  Teachers need to carefully structure the schedule  ----
alternating active and quiet periods/activities. alternating active and quiet periods/activities. 
Students require assistance structuring their Students require assistance structuring their 
materials and  workspace.materials and  workspace.



 Use proximity control Use proximity control 
 Use hand signals or words that are agreed Use hand signals or words that are agreed 

upon privatelyupon privately
 Visual strategies Visual strategies -- outlining, diagrammingoutlining, diagramming
 Auditory strategiesAuditory strategies-- discussion, musicdiscussion, music
 TactileTactile--kinesthetic strategieskinesthetic strategies-- manipulativesmanipulatives
 Cooperative learning structuresCooperative learning structures-- for social for social 

skillsskills



 Environmental modifications in the classroom Environmental modifications in the classroom 
 Allow extra time for verbal responses to Allow extra time for verbal responses to 

questions questions 
 provide more working desktop space and provide more working desktop space and 

distance between desks.distance between desks.
 Allow printing and encourage the use of word Allow printing and encourage the use of word 

processing/typingprocessing/typing
 Require students to use threeRequire students to use three--ring notebookring notebook
 Teach organizationTeach organization-- study skillsstudy skills



Classroom Guideline TipsClassroom Guideline Tips

 Use a timerUse a timer
 Use cueing techniquesUse cueing techniques
 Use post cardsUse post cards
 Make contractsMake contracts
 Keep a journalKeep a journal
 Use PostUse Post--it notesit notes
 Use calendarsUse calendars



TechniquesTechniques

Have TeacherHave Teacher
 Establish and maintain eye contact with Establish and maintain eye contact with 

the child the child 
 Check if child understood the directions.Check if child understood the directions.
 Avoid seating the child near classroom Avoid seating the child near classroom 

distractionsdistractions
 Reduce assignment lengths Reduce assignment lengths 
 Give structure Give structure -- tell what is coming, i.e. tell what is coming, i.e. 

““there are 9 directives for this project.there are 9 directives for this project.””



 Insert breaks when repetitious work  must be Insert breaks when repetitious work  must be 
completedcompleted

 Concentrate on novel presentations Concentrate on novel presentations 
 Consider providing the student with choices Consider providing the student with choices 
 Use a classroom computer to enhance work Use a classroom computer to enhance work 

completion completion 
 Use verbal reprimands Use verbal reprimands 
 Develop a penalty technique Develop a penalty technique 



Classroom AidsClassroom Aids

 The Homework ChainThe Homework Chain
 Realize the assignment is being givenRealize the assignment is being given
 Understand the assignmentUnderstand the assignment
 Record the assignment accuratelyRecord the assignment accurately
 Understand how to perform the assignment correctlyUnderstand how to perform the assignment correctly
 Check to bring correct books homeCheck to bring correct books home
 Arrive home with materials and the homework Arrive home with materials and the homework 

assignmentassignment



Simple strategies for teachers to modify Simple strategies for teachers to modify 
studentstudent’’s selfs self--regulatory skillsregulatory skills

 Make rules simple and clearMake rules simple and clear
 Establish routineEstablish routine
 Break tasks into workable and obtainable Break tasks into workable and obtainable 

stepssteps
 Use reminder chartsUse reminder charts
 Encourage freedom from constant Encourage freedom from constant 

supervisionsupervision
 Capitalize on the childCapitalize on the child’’s interest and hobbiess interest and hobbies

Hain, K.S  (1999) 



Strategies for the homeStrategies for the home
 Reward good behaviorReward good behavior
 Provide Provide ““coaching supportcoaching support””
 Alter the room to reduce distractions and Alter the room to reduce distractions and 

noise interferencenoise interference
 Limit noise or insulate study areasLimit noise or insulate study areas
 Promote routines and schedules to meet Promote routines and schedules to meet 

deadlinesdeadlines
 Be consistent when modifying behaviorBe consistent when modifying behavior

Geffner, 2005c



Homework HelpHomework Help
 Begin the homework on timeBegin the homework on time
 Complete all homeworkComplete all homework
 Use color coding for different subjectsUse color coding for different subjects
 Check that it is complete, accurate, and neatCheck that it is complete, accurate, and neat
 Set completed homework in a special placeSet completed homework in a special place
 Turn completed homework in on timeTurn completed homework in on time
 Set a regular time for homeworkSet a regular time for homework
 Remove distractions Remove distractions 



Strategies for the workplaceStrategies for the workplace
 Alter the workspace to allow for movementAlter the workspace to allow for movement
 Limit distractionsLimit distractions
 Work away from doors that are openWork away from doors that are open
 Break down large projects into smaller stepsBreak down large projects into smaller steps
 Allow for breaksAllow for breaks
 Keep a notepad and pen handyKeep a notepad and pen handy
 Prioritize Prioritize 

Geffner, 2005



 Environment ModificationsEnvironment Modifications
 Memory aids and devicesMemory aids and devices
 Time managementTime management
 PlanningPlanning
 AttentionAttention
 Language TherapyLanguage Therapy
 Computer program/SoftwareComputer program/Software
 WorkbooksWorkbooks

Areas of Management & TreatmentAreas of Management & Treatment



Environmental modificationsEnvironmental modifications

 The simplest approach is to implement The simplest approach is to implement 
modifications that modifications that reduce distractionsreduce distractions including:including:
 Preferential classroom seatingPreferential classroom seating
 Selective amplificationSelective amplification
 Use of carrels or study roomsUse of carrels or study rooms
 Allowing a student to wear earplugs or a headset Allowing a student to wear earplugs or a headset 

during independent studyduring independent study



The role of SpeechThe role of Speech--Language Language 
PathologistsPathologists

 work with executive system impairments, work with executive system impairments, 
including disorganized expressive discourse including disorganized expressive discourse 
(both spoken and written)(both spoken and written)

 work with comprehension difficulties work with comprehension difficulties 
associated with organizational impairmentassociated with organizational impairment

 work with specific social skills deficitswork with specific social skills deficits



Time ManagementTime Management

 One of the skill deficits of One of the skill deficits of 
executive function disorders is executive function disorders is 
the inability to properly manage the inability to properly manage 
time. time. Time managementTime management
includes the ability to includes the ability to 
understand, be aware of, and understand, be aware of, and 
regulate activity according to regulate activity according to 
time constraints.time constraints.

KeeleyKeeley, S. (2003), S. (2003)

the inability to properly manage the inability to properly manage the inability to properly manage the inability to properly manage the inability to properly manage the inability to properly manage the inability to properly manage the inability to properly manage the inability to properly manage the inability to properly manage 

understand, be aware of, and understand, be aware of, and understand, be aware of, and understand, be aware of, and understand, be aware of, and 
regulate activity according to regulate activity according to regulate activity according to regulate activity according to regulate activity according to regulate activity according to regulate activity according to regulate activity according to regulate activity according to 



Judging Time RequiredJudging Time Required

 Estimating the time necessary to complete tasks Estimating the time necessary to complete tasks 
is imperative and typically an area where clients is imperative and typically an area where clients 
develop an impasse. develop an impasse. 

 Often the client doesnOften the client doesn’’t calculate time between t calculate time between 
activities, and travel time to and from activities.activities, and travel time to and from activities.

KeeleyKeeley, S.  (2003), S.  (2003)



PlanningPlanning

 Planning is another important aspect of Planning is another important aspect of 
executive skills. One way to improve in this executive skills. One way to improve in this 
ability is to have the client speak plans out loud. ability is to have the client speak plans out loud. 
This seems strange at first. As he/she improves, This seems strange at first. As he/she improves, 
have the client start to speak silently. This have the client start to speak silently. This 
approach helps one to slow down and be approach helps one to slow down and be 
methodical in the approach to planning.methodical in the approach to planning.

MaliaMalia, et.al, (2002), et.al, (2002)



AttentionAttention
 Focused Attention Focused Attention is the ability to respond discretely to is the ability to respond discretely to 

particular visual, auditory or tactile stimuli.particular visual, auditory or tactile stimuli.
 Sustained Attention Sustained Attention is the ability to sustain a steady response is the ability to sustain a steady response 

during continuous activity. It incorporates the notion of during continuous activity. It incorporates the notion of 
vigilance and concentrationvigilance and concentration

 Selective Attention Selective Attention is the ability to maintain attention in the is the ability to maintain attention in the 
face of distracting or competing stimuli. These distractions face of distracting or competing stimuli. These distractions 
may be either external or internal.may be either external or internal.

 Alternating Attention Alternating Attention is the capacity for mental flexibility is the capacity for mental flexibility 
that allows the shift of focus between tasks.that allows the shift of focus between tasks.

 Divided Attention Divided Attention is the ability to respond simultaneously to is the ability to respond simultaneously to 
multiple tasks or to do more than one activity at a time. multiple tasks or to do more than one activity at a time. 

KeeleyKeeley, S.  (2003), S.  (2003)



 Auditory AttentionAuditory Attention: In these tasks, the client : In these tasks, the client 
listens as you read a list of random words, listens as you read a list of random words, 
names, or numbers aloud. Have the client make names, or numbers aloud. Have the client make 
a tally mark whenever he or she hears the target a tally mark whenever he or she hears the target 
word, name or number. word, name or number. 

KeeleyKeeley, S.  (2003), S.  (2003)



Language TherapyLanguage Therapy
 Goals: Goals: 

 Improve Improve metalinguisticmetalinguistic skills.skills.
 Use language to talk about language.Use language to talk about language.

 Improve use of:Improve use of:
 NonliteralNonliteral meaningmeaning
 Multiple Meaning:Multiple Meaning:
 Figurative speechFigurative speech
 MetaphorsMetaphors
 SimilesSimiles
 Ambiguous LanguageAmbiguous Language



 SpeechSpeech--Language Pathologists can:Language Pathologists can:
 Work on word retrieval Work on word retrieval 
 Improve internal language Improve internal language 

organizationorganization
 Improve production of complex Improve production of complex 

sentences in oral and written sentences in oral and written 
discoursediscourse

 Help students work out math Help students work out math 
word problemsword problems

 Improve pragmaticsImprove pragmatics



SoftwareSoftware

 Brain BuilderBrain Builder
 Sound SmartSound Smart
 The DecidersThe Deciders
 CaptainCaptain’’s Logs Log
 Interactive MetronomeInteractive Metronome

 LocuLocu--Tour MultimediaTour Multimedia
 AudibloxAudiblox
 Brain GymBrain Gym
 Dance Dance DanceDance RevolutionRevolution
 Brain SkillsBrain Skills



AudibloxAudiblox
 AudibloxAudiblox is a is a multisensorymultisensory cognitive cognitive 

enhancement program. enhancement program. 
 Develops foundational learning skills such as Develops foundational learning skills such as 

concentration, perception, memory, and logical concentration, perception, memory, and logical 
thought. thought. 

 It improves performance in reading, spelling, It improves performance in reading, spelling, 
writing and math by systematically creating a writing and math by systematically creating a 
““pyramid of repetitionpyramid of repetition”” (www.audiblox2000.com/prin.htm)(www.audiblox2000.com/prin.htm)

 Can be used at home or in schoolCan be used at home or in school
 Can be used individually or in a groupCan be used individually or in a group

www.audiblox2000.comwww.audiblox2000.com



Social SkillsSocial Skills
 Social Skill Intervention GuideSocial Skill Intervention Guide, Elliot, S.N. & Gresham, , Elliot, S.N. & Gresham, 

F.M., AGS Publishing (1991) F.M., AGS Publishing (1991) 
 204 Fold & Say Social Skills204 Fold & Say Social Skills, Mahler, D.E., Super Duper , Mahler, D.E., Super Duper 

Publications (2002) Publications (2002) 
 Social Skill StrategiesSocial Skill Strategies, , GajewskiGajewski, N., , N., HirnHirn, P., Mayo, P., , P., Mayo, P., 

Thinking Publications  (1989) Thinking Publications  (1989) 
 Social Skill Activities for Special ChildrenSocial Skill Activities for Special Children MannixMannix, D. The , D. The 

Center for Applied Research in Education (1993) Center for Applied Research in Education (1993) 
 Life Skills Life Skills –– Attitudes in Everyday Living Attitudes in Everyday Living BrewnerBrewner, M.M, , M.M, 

McMahon, W.C., Paris, K.A., Roche, M.P. Educational McMahon, W.C., Paris, K.A., Roche, M.P. Educational 
Design (1991)Design (1991)



Workbooks for MemoryWorkbooks for Memory
 Help For MemoryHelp For Memory, , LazzariLazzari, AM, , AM, LinguiLingui Systems, (1996)Systems, (1996)
 Treating Memory ImpairmentsTreating Memory Impairments, Vicki , Vicki DohrmannDohrmann, (1994), (1994)
 Listening and Remembering Specific DetailsListening and Remembering Specific Details, , DeGaetanoDeGaetano, , 

JG., Great Ideas For Teaching, Inc. (1997)JG., Great Ideas For Teaching, Inc. (1997)
 Attention and Memory: Volume 1Attention and Memory: Volume 1, , ScarryScarry--Larkin, M., Larkin, M., 

Learning Fundamentals, (1994) Learning Fundamentals, (1994) 
 Memory ChallengeMemory Challenge, Smith, J., The Critical Thinking , Smith, J., The Critical Thinking 

Company, (1992)Company, (1992)



Coping Strategies for AdultsCoping Strategies for Adults

 Write it downWrite it down
 Know (and accept) your limitationsKnow (and accept) your limitations
 Educate yourselfEducate yourself
 Have a coachHave a coach
 Join (or start) a support groupJoin (or start) a support group
 Try to free your mind of negative thoughtsTry to free your mind of negative thoughts
 Use external structure, i.e., lists, notes to self.Use external structure, i.e., lists, notes to self.




